Welcome to the Gasline Newsletter

Published monthly by LPG and Gas Associations of New Zealand

Gasline is published regularly as part of the industry's efforts to encourage the direct use of natural gas and LPG into households and small businesses.

Using natural gas and LPG as a direct energy source offers numerous cost, environmental and energy efficiency benefits. Gas New Zealand hopes to educate consumers and policy makers about the many advantages of making wider use of this strategic energy asset.
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Venture Taranaki embracing expanded scope

Taranaki regional development agency Venture Taranaki has a lot on its plate.

Chief executive officer Justine Gilliland – who took on the role in March – says at the core of Venture Taranaki's plans is delivering a focus on strategic sustainable growth initiatives.

Read more

Gas and electricity sector relationship rapidly changing

More upstream gas investment will be required to support a growing proportion of intermittent renewables in the energy mix, the Gas Industry Company (GIC) says.

And commercial frameworks will need to evolve to reflect this, Chief executive Andrew Knight adds.

Read more

Global climate strike – but solutions are in the pipeline

Reducing greenhouse gas emissions needs global coordination and support across all industry sectors, including energy, manufacturing, services and agriculture.

So says Head of Gas at Energy Networks Australia and energy and carbon capture and storage specialist, Dr Dennis Van Puyvelde.

Read more

Gas businesses' risk management practices reviewed

The Commerce Commission has recently published two reports detailing the findings of its review of regulated gas pipeline businesses' risk management practices.

Read More

LPG sales' continuing growth

LPG sales between January and September in 2019 have shown an overall increase of 4.4 per cent, compared with the same period last year.

Read more

End of year funding for Women's Leadership Development available

Up to $8,000 worth of grants are available to support the development of female leaders across New Zealand's gas industry.

Read more

STORY IDEAS?

We are always looking for stories from both the natural gas and LPG worlds, as well as the wider gas community.

If you have any story ideas for Gasline please email Daniel.
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